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About This Game

If you can't shoot and there is a wall of turrets against you - you're not defenseless! Let your enemies kill each other! Avoid the
shots, make them blow the turrets of big bosses! There are 100 levels of fun in this game, with the most various combinations of

enemies!

Features

Minimalistic neon design

Casual game process (all you need is mouse with two buttons)

Ten locations, each of them ends with unique boss

More than ten types of turrets those are ready to tear each other apart

More than ten hours of gameplay
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Controls

Mouse - movement, shield, start of level, reborn

Remastered features

Redesigned UI

Total levels redesign

Redesigned enemies

Redesigned bosses

New consumes "Source Codes"

New environment objects like lasers, bombers, rotors, reels, etc.

New backups systems makes game more chgallenging

Redesigned levels map, so you can revisit previous levels

NEW EXTRA LOCATION ADDED! Available on hard mode ONLY!

Redesigned music and sound

Achievements and leader boards!
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Title: Tower Bombarde
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
SaintHeiser
Publisher:
Dagestan Technology
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (or equivalent)

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: with 256 MB VRAM compatible with DirectX 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English
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tower bombarde. brainstorm tower bombarde

It's just bad.

You just kinda of jitter around levels. Clunky as crap controls.

ALL the baked on lighting.

Another quality game brought to you by Unity.

Also the community for this game is weird AF. Its like a group of 12 year olds. So lame.. Even For its cheap price I cant
recomend this game. Gets boring really fast and it´s extremly repetitive.. A repeat of the original A.R.E.S. with Tarus being the
big hit of this one! The music is far out. Making me believe that there is a Japanese way that Sonic the Hedgehog has not attain
yet and thank you!. I can't recommend this game. The puzzles are either too simple or make almost no sense. The little story
addition is lame and wastes time. Very little to interact with and the things you can are often annoying to grab.. Not the best
game ever made, but you can have loads of fun with it - If you like Indiana Jones and LEGO this will be a blast. Even though it
could use some patches to correct a bug or two, the gameplay is still pretty good. I recommend it!. Needs to add support for
smaller rooms... buuttttt its fun. I do not reccommend this game. The idea for this game was great, the features promised was
nice, but in the end the game didn't hold up to what it was offering. The play value was short, and honestly, you just lose your
interest after awhile. If you like music games I would rather recommend Audiosurf.. wish i could get my money back.,,,. You
can't get past the tutorial. There is no joystick support either. Do not buy this game.
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This game literally hurts my eyes to look at. No to mention the grammar is sub - par. If the prompts and dialogue were written
by a native english speaker, I'd be highly suprised.

The poorest xcom clone ever.. The game runs fine with i7 and 1070. Visually it is beautyful, everything thing else is... bad.
The butterfly time is cool, but that beep is rough.
There is the little helper bot, but if you don't look exactly at him the whole time you can bearly hear him. Also if you look away
for too long he skipps all the dialog :(

Would play again when game is more complete.. some of my absolute favorite tables, literally thousands of hours of gameplay
here for real.
. Yep, another decent hidden object game from Artifex Mundi. The puzzles in this one require some lateral thinking. ***. the
best Call of Duty DLC, total 6 maps 4 for multiplayer and 2 for the Co-op special ops
worth the 15$
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